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Q & A - QUESTION - midi LOGGER GLT400

DATE︓2021/12/06 

Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is the resolution of each range when measuring voltage?

2. What is the resolution of the temperature?

3. How to transfer the recorded files in the GLT400 to my PC?

4. Why can't it set to the fastest sampling?

5. How can I convert a CSV file with GL - Connection?

6. Why can't Gmail send email?

7. Why does GL-Connection sometimes not start properly?
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Main Functions 1
1. How to transfer the recorded files in the GLT400 to my PC?

2. Why can't it set to the fastest sampling?

3. The data is stored in the SD memory card. Is it safe to insert or remove the SD memory card during
measurement?

4. How to display the results of the calculation in real time?

5. Why is the temperature displayed much lower when I measure it with a thermocouple?

6. What does the display show when the SD memory card is full?

7. What is USB drive mode?

8. The alarm will remain triggered.

9. How to back up and save data to another SD memory card while data is being recorded to the main
unit memory?

10. When measuring rotation speed with pulse input, why does it increase in multiples of 60 when the
sampling interval is 1 second?

11. Why are the measured voltage and temperature fluctuations so large (not stable)?

12. Why does the display always show "BURN OUT" even though a thermocouple is connected?

13. The data measured by the measuring instrument is converted to voltage and output, but how can this
be displayed in the unit of the data being measured?

14. Which MODBUS/TCP communication of GLT400 is MODBUS/TCP Master or MODBUS/TCP Slave?

15. While the GLT400 is being controlled externally via Modbus/TCP, is it possible to connect via USB and
check the status?

16. When connected as GL840 (master unit) and GLT400 (remote unit), is it possible to use the terminal
part (B-564) of GL840 only for monitoring and data collection of the remote unit without installing it?

17. When using the GL840 (master unit) as the GLT400 (remote unit), is it possible to drive (record)
the GLT400 of multiple connected remote units separately?
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Main Functions 2
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1. Does the span setting affect the recorded data?

2. When saving as a CSV file, is it possible to remove certain CHs from the file?

3. Is it possible to use the repeat recording function to create an unbroken file for each day?

4. Wireless connection is not stable.

5. Is it possible to set alarms for each input CH even when using a multi-CH configuration with more than the
standard 20 CHs?

6. In multi-CH recording (GBD and CSV), are the alarm results of all CHs also recorded?

7. Even if the time specified start trigger is set to the correct time and recording is performed,
there will be a gap in the time stamp of the recording result.

8. Is it possible to replace the terminals while the main unit is turned on?

9. Why can't Gmail send email?

10. How to display in X - Y?

11. Is it possible to input a negative voltage for the analog input voltage?

12. Why is the trigger not triggered even though the input signal is at the trigger setting value?

13. What can be done when the trigger is activated even though the trigger level has not been passed?

14. What happens to the recorded data if the power of the device is turned off?

15. Recording start error even though there is room on the SD memory card (recording cannot be done)

16. What is free running?

17. What is GBD file?

18. Contact pulses are being input from the flowmeter, can it be measured as it is?

19. How is "logic" used?

20. Is it possible to calculate the difference between the voltages measured on ch 1 and ch 2 and display it on
ch 3? Also, can the value be used for alarm setting?

21. Is it possible to set the upper limit of the scaling setting to a lower value than the lower limit?

Main unit performance 1

1. How much data will be transferred when using the web server function?

2. What is needed to expand CH (channel)?

3. What is the resolution of each range when measuring voltage?

4. What is the resolution of the temperature?

5. Is it possible to use the terminals for GL820 or GL800 with GLT400?

6. Are there any requirements for the measurement accuracy of each range?
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Main unit performance 2

1. When measuring humidity, can it be measured simultaneously with temperature or other measurements?

2. How much power does it consume?

3. What is the maximum voltage that can be applied to the logic/pulse input section?

4. What are the specifications of the alarm terminals?

5. What wireless LAN modes and security settings can be configured with the wireless LAN option (B - 568)?

6. Can the GLT400 be connected to the GL100 - WL as a base unit?

7. When connected to an external battery with AC adapter and USB PD, does it switch to USB PD drive
automatically in case of AC power failure while running on AC adapter?
Also, when running on USB PD, will the files be automatically saved when the external battery runs out?

8. Is the GLT400 compliant with ROHs10, the new RoHS standard?

9. Is it possible to input a voltage greater than 110Vp-p between + and - in section A and 60Vp-p between +
( - ) and GND in section C of the maximum input voltage?

10. What is the relationship between the number of CHs and the sampling interval?

11. Is there a limit to the number of files that can be created in a single folder in the backup settings?

12. Is there a rewrite life for the main unit memory?

13. Why does the startup time of the main unit differ depending on the SD card inserted?

14. How is the timing of the sampling interval determined?

15. It is being used in an environment where various settings such as the number of CHs are fixed,
and  need to keep the recording start time of it constant.
Since those setting has not been changed,Is the time between pressing the Start key and the start of
recording always constant?

16. How to use an SD card larger than 32GB?

17. How many B-540's do I need if I want to expand multiple B-566's with a B-540 DIN rail jig fixture?

18. How to attach a round terminal or Y terminal to an analog terminal block?

19. Are there any recommended SD/MicroSD products?

20. How to measure current (4 - 20mA)?

21. What is the input impedance in ohms?

22. There are two types of measurement terminal systems: "insulated" and "non-insulated."
What is the difference between the two?

23. If the channel used for temperature measurement to 1 channel, can I measure with a sampling interval
of 10 ms?

24. What is the fastest sampling interval?

25. How long can it record data with only the main unit (20 channels)?



Main unit performance 3
1. What type of filter ?

2. Is it possible to use differential input for analog voltage input ?

3. What is the maximum input voltage ?

4. What kind of measurement is the logic input used for ?

5. Is it possible to measure the flow rate by pulse input.

6. What is the accuracy of the optional humidity sensor ( B - 530 ) ?

7. When the optional humidity sensor ( B - 530 ) is set, is it displayed in % ?

8. What types and capacities of SD memory cards can be used ?

9. Can the Y terminal be used?

10. Is a USB cable standard equipment?

11. If the data can be falsified, this is in trouble.

12. Is it possible to use multiple humidity sensors?

13. What are the temperatures that can be measured with K - type and T - type thermocouples?

14. What is the standard and transmission distance of the wireless LAN option ( B - 568 ) ?

15. What kind of information can be sent with the email sending function?

16. What is the type of memory in the main unit and SD card, " SLC " or " MLC "?

17. What is the zero temperature coefficient and gain?

18. Is it possible to input and measure large currents such as 100A and 200A DC current?

19. It is hard to remove the SD card set in the SD card slot.

Regarding sensors

1. It can be connected a 4 - wire resistance thermometer?

2. Where does the shunt resistor to connect with?

Operations of Software 1

1. What operating systems can be used with the standard application software（GL - Connection, GLT400
Setting App）?

2. When the repeat function is used with the standard application software (GL - Connection) in connection
with a PC, the repeat setting set on the main unit will be turned off.

3. What happens in case the cable is disconnected during recording?

4. How to do this when the wireless LAN unit option (B - 568) is installed and the GLT400 is set as the access
point (parent unit), but the GLT400 is not found in the "Wireless Network Connection" section of the PC?
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Operations of Software 2
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1. How to do this when the wireless LAN unit option ( B - 568 ) is installed and set GLT400 as a station ( child unit ),
but GLT400 is not searched when I execute "Search" on the GL - Connection connection screen?

2. Is it possible to send email from the standard application software to gmail, yahoo mail, etc.?

3. When GLT400 is connected to GL840 as a remote unit, can GL240_840 - APS control and display the waveform?

4. Is it possible to connect to a PLC via Modbus and control it with the included software?

5. How to convert to a CSV file with GL - Connection ?

6. How to do when an error message will appear when you start recording?

7. How to do when recording with a repetitive trigger, the time until the start of recording will gradually increase?

8. How to do when cannot connect from PC via USB or wired LAN?

9. What happens if there is a network error between the logger and PC during recording with GL - Connection?

10. How to do when GL - Connection may not start properly?

11. How to do when the screen display may be corrupted depending on the resolution and magnification of the PC
in GL - Connection?

12. How to do when starting GL - Connection, a Bitmap error is displayed and it does not start correctly?

13. Is it possible to set the recording destination on the PC side to a folder on the network with GL - Connection?

14. Is it possible to connect to a single device from multiple activated GL - Connection?

15. Is it possible to start and stop recording of multiple devices simultaneously with GL - Connection?
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Functions of Software 1

1. How long time can it be recorded?

2. How to delete waveform display, when the data is recording with standard application software
（ GL - Connection ） ?

3. What can it be with standard application software（ GLT400SettingApp ） ?
4. Is it possible to set the operation between CHs of the main unit using the standard  application software?

5. How to configure regarding the wireless LAN of main unit?

6. How to configure regarding the web server and the FTP of main unit?

7. Is it possible to record data only on the PC without recording on the main unit?

8. Is it possible to print out the data that is being played back in GL - Connection in the scale that it is being
displayed (data that spans multiple pages)?

9. Is it possible to make the background white when saving the screen or printing with GL - Connection?

10. How many channels of waveforms can be displayed on the screen of GL - Connection?

11. How to connect multiple GL devices simultaneously with GL - Connection and set triggers for each of
them for recording?

12. How to connect multiple GL devices simultaneously with GL - Connection and set triggers for each of
them for recording?



Frequently Asked Questions

1.What is the resolution of each range when measuring voltage?

The resolution for each range is shown below.

Q & A - ANSWER - midi LOGGER GLT400
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2.What is the resolution of the temperature?

The resolution of the temperature depends on the type of thermocouple, resistance thermometer and the temperature 
range as follows.
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3.How to transfer the recorded files in the GLT400 to my PC?

When recorded files transfer to PC, the following methods are available. Use it according to the situation.

･ Transfer with USB Drive Mode

1. Turn off power once, when the data logger's power is on.
2 .Set the switch to "USB DRIVE".
3 .Turn on power. It is recognized by the PC as an external storage medium and enables file operations.
4 .To cancel USB Drive Mode, turn the data logger back on with the switch set to "STAND - ALONE" or "REMOTE".

･ Transfer from the standard application software(GL - Connection)

1. Connect with GLT400.
2. Click "Switch Screens" to display the "Free Running" screen.
3. Click "File" to select the "Device data".
4. On the "File Settings" screen, select "Files to be transferred" to click "Transfer

files".
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4.Why can't it set to the fastest sampling?

If the input of a CH that is not being used is set to other than "Off", the sampling interval that can be set cannot 
be made faster.
Connect Standard application software(GLT400SettingApp) and GLT400,
A fast sampling interval can be set by turning off the input of the unused CH from the amplifier settings.

GLT400SettingApp setting example
If any CH is changed to Off from the amplifier setting screen and the number of measurement CH is set to 10 CH 
or less, the sampling interval of 100 ms can be set.
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5.How can I convert a CSV file with GL - Connection?

1.Drop the "GBD file you want to convert" on the launched screen.
2.Click "Switch Screen" to play.
3.Click "Save" and select "Save Conversion".
4.Click "Format" and change it to "CSV".
5.Click "Save" to save the conversion.
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6.Why can't G-mail send email?

1.Sending settings for G-mail
If you want to send e - mails through the G-mail sending server using the e - mail sending function of the target
model, please make the following settings and checks.
*You will need a Gmail email account.
*Please make sure that the target device can be connected to the Internet via Ethernet or wireless LAN beforehand.
*Set the time to the current time beforehand.

Settings for mail sending
Enter the e - mail address to send the e - mail to in TO.

Setting for mail account
Setting "********@gmail.com" for user name.******* is your account name
Set your password to your Gmail password.
Set your email address to "********@gmail.com".

Mail Sending Server Settings
Set the outgoing (SMTP) server name to "smtp.gmail.com".
Set the SMTP port number to "587".
Set the time zone to your region (UTC+09:00 for Japan).
Set the SMTP Authentication Method to "SMTP - AUTH".
Set SMTP - AUTH to "PLAIN".
Set Same as POP3 to "No".
Set SMTP - USERNAME to "********@gmail.com".
Set SMTP Password to your Gmail password.
Set SMTP Encryption to "StartTLS".
If the test transmission is successful, you are done.

2.Setting "Unsafe app access" for Gmail account
In the "Security" settings of your Google account, there is an item called "Access for insecure apps". The default
setting is "Off" (disabled), so follow the steps below to turn it "On" (enabled). If you are unable to send email even if
the setting is "On", please reconfirm your "User ID" and "Password" settings.

Procedure
Access your Google account in your browser.
Click on "Security".
 If the 2 - step verification process in "Sign in to Google" is "On", turn it "Off".
*When "On" is selected, "Unsafe app access" will be hidden.
If "Access insecure apps" is "Off", turn it "On".
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7.Why does GL - Connection sometimes not start properly?

This may be improved by moving all folders and files in the My Documents  - > Graphtec  - > GL 
- Connection folder to a different location before starting.

Main Functions 1

1.How to transfer the recorded files in the GLT400 to my PC?

When the recorded files transfer to PC,the following methods are available. Use it according to the situation. 
･  Transfer with USB Drive Mode

1.If the data logger is turned on, turn it off once.
2.Set the switch to "USB DRIVE".
3.Turn on the power. It will be recognized by the PC as an external storage medium (removable disk) and file
operations will be possible.
4.To cancel USB Drive Mode, turn the data logger back on with the switch set to "STAND - ALONE" or "REMOTE".
･  Transfer from the standard accessory application software (GL - Connection)
1.Connect to GLT400.
2.Click "Switch Screens" to display the "Free Running" screen.
3.Click "File" and select "Device data".
4.On the "File" screen, select the file you want to transfer, and then click "File transfer".



Main Functions 1
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2.Why can't it set to the fastest sampling?

If the input of a CH that is not being used is set to a value other than "Off", the sampling interval that can 
be set cannot be made faster.
 By connecting the standard application software (GLT400SettingApp) and the GLT400 and turning off the 
input of unused channels in the amplifier settings, a fast sampling interval can be set.
 GLT400 Setting App setting example
 If any CH is changed to Off from the amplifier setting screen and the number of measurement CH is set to 
10 CH or less, the sampling interval of 100 ms can be set.
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3.The data is stored in the SD memory card. Is it safe to insert or remove the SD memory card
during measurement?

By pressing and holding the FUNCTION key, the SD memory card can be replaced during
measurement. However, the exchange should be done within 10 minutes.
Please refer to the following for conditions of exchange and replacement procedure.

4.How to display the results of the calculation in real time?

Real - time operations include inter - channel operations and statistical operations (maximum, minimum, peak, effective 
value, and average value).
Statistical calculations can be displayed using the standard attached application software (GL - Connection).
GL - Connection allows you to perform inter - channel operations on the application side.
When inter - channel arithmetic is set in the standard accessory application software (GLT400SettingApp), the results of 
inter - channel arithmetic are recorded as data.
Result of inter - channel arithmetic is recording as data.
It is possible to calculate（+, - ,  ×,/） and scale (  /1000000, /1000, ×1, ×1000, ×1000000) between two set channels.

5.Why is the temperature displayed much lower when I measure it with a thermocouple?

Make sure that the room temperature compensation is set to "Internal" while the measurement is stopped.

6.What does the display show when the SD memory card is full?

When there is no more memory left, the POWER LED will light up red and the buzzer will sound.
The error contents can be checked by connecting to the standard accessory application software (GLT400SettingApp). 
Please use this software to resolve the error content.

7.What is USB drive mode?

USB drive mode can be treated GLT400 as removable disk, by connecting with GLT400 and PC via USB
cable, turning on the power with the switch on the main unit set to "USB DRIVE".
When an SD memory card is installed, it recognized as main unit memory and two external storage
media in SD memory card.
There is not need to install USB driver on the PC.
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8.How to do when the alarm will remain triggered?

Isn't it set to hold the alarm occurrence?
This can be checked from the standard accessory application software (GL - Connection, GLT400SettingApp). 
If "Hold alarm" on the "Trigger setting" screen is set to [Hold], the alarm is still held even if it reaches the 
release level. To release it, press the [CLEAR] key for about two seconds.

9.How to back up and save data to another SD memory card while data is being recorded to the
main unit memory?

Use the backup function. This can be set from the standard application software (GLT400SettingApp).
You can set the "Backup Interval" and "Backup Destination" in the "Backup Settings" in the "DATA" tab of the 
setting screen.
The backup interval is off by default, but you can select from 1/2/6/12/24 hours.
"The backup destination” can be selected from the main unit memory, SD card, or FTP server.
*  The same media as the recording destination cannot be set as the backup destination. (e.g., the recording
destination is the main unit memory and the backup destination is also the main unit memory, etc.).

*  By default, a folder "Backup" will be created and the backup data will be stored in it. If you want to change
the destination folder, please create a folder in the root (top level) of the main unit memory or SD card,
because the number of recorded files is limited.

 Also, the maximum file size for recorded data and backup data is 2 GByte per file. 
The backup function cannot be used when ring recording is On.

10.When measuring rotation speed with pulse input, why does it increase in multiples of 60
when the sampling interval is 1 second?

The number of rotations is calculated by converting the number of pulses measured at the sampling 
interval into the number of rotations per minute.
When the sampling interval is 1 second, the number of pulses counted within 1 second is multiplied by 60 
and displayed.
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11.Why are the measured voltage and temperature fluctuations so large (not stable)?

If the AC line frequency is set incorrectly, the digital filter will not work effectively.
Check the AC line frequency setting and match it to the power supply frequency of the region where you will be using 
the product. The setting can be made from the standard application software ( GLT400SettingApp ) .
One of the possible reasons why the waveform is not stable even though the AC line frequency setting is correct is 
that the sampling interval may be affected. If the data fluctuates due to noise, set the sampling interval at which the 
digital filter is enabled.

12.Why does the display always show "BURN OUT" even though a thermocouple is connected?

Remove the thermocouple of the corresponding channel, and try shorting between the + and - terminals with a short 
conductor.
If a short circuit occurs and the display shows about room temperature ( ※ ) , the thermocouple is disconnected.
If "BURN OUT" is still displayed at all times, it is likely that the terminal block is not installed correctly. 
Try re-installing the terminal block. If the problem still persists, there is a possibility that the 20ch terminal block or 
amplifier board is damaged.
*  This is the case when "Room Temperature Compensation" is set to "Internal".When "Room Temperature 
Compensation" is set to "External", the display will show approximately 0°C.
Please check from the standard application software (GLT400SettingApp).
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13.The data measured by the measuring instrument is converted to voltage and output,
but how can this be displayed in the unit of the data being measured?

Please use the standard application software (GLT400SettingApp, GL - Connection).
GL - Connection

1. Connect to the device and press the "Switch Screen" button to display the waveform screen.
2. Click on the "Condition" button and select "Amp Settings".
3. Click the "Scaling" button that exists for the target channel.
4. Change the "Unit" and press "Confirm".
5. Check the checkbox to the left of the Scaling button. The scaling setting will be turned on.

GLT400SettingApp
1. Connect the device and click the "Settings" button.
2. Click the "Settings" button and select "Amplifier Settings".
3. Click the "Scaling" button that exists for the target channel.
4. Change the "Unit" and press "Apply".
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1.Does the span setting affect the recorded data?

Span is the setting of the upper and lower limits of the waveform display grid on the screen.
It does not affect the data to be recorded or the digital value display.

2.When saving as a CSV file, is it possible to remove certain CHs from the file?

This can be done by setting the input to Off.
However, the CHs used for inter-CH operations cannot be omitted.

3.Is it possible to use the repeat recording function to create an unbroken file for each day?

If you want to record a file for each day, it is recommended to use relay capture function instead of repeat capture function. 
Set the start time as the start trigger, and set the stop trigger and repeat recording to Off.
If you set the relay time: 24 hours in the Ring/Relay setting of the DATA settings, a file in units of one day will be created.

14.Which MODBUS/TCP communication of GLT400 is MODBUS/TCP Master or MODBUS/TCP Slave?

It is Slave.
The PLC side connects to the GLT400 and requests start/stop and real-time data from the PLC, and the GLT400 responds.

15.While the GLT400 is being controlled externally via MODBUS/TCP, is it possible to connect via USB and
check the status?

It is possible. However, please operate the control such as changing the GLT400 settings and the status check separately.

16.When connected as GL840 (master unit) and GLT400 (remote unit), is it possible to use the terminal part
(B-564) of GL840 only for monitoring and data collection of the remote unit without installing it?

 It is possible. However, when the terminal is disconnected with the GL840, a dummy amplifier will be displayed in 
the setting menu, so please turn it OFF.
 Also, since the terminal part is exposed, please be careful of dust, etc.

17.When using the GL840 (master unit) as the GLT400 (remote unit),
is it possible to drive (record) the GLT400 of multiple connected remote units separately?

It is impossible.

Main Functions 2
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4.Is there a solution to the problem of unstable wireless connection?

Keep the distance between the wireless LAN base unit and the GL device short.
Make sure that there are no obstructions.
Try changing the wireless LAN channel in the settings of the wireless LAN base unit and see if the communication 
is stable.

5.Is it possible to set alarms for each input CH even when using a multi-CH configuration with more
than the standard 20 CHs?

It is possible.

6.In multi-CH recording (GBD and CSV), are the alarm results of all CHs also recorded?

All alarms will be recorded.
Alarm1 will display CH1~CH10, Alarm2 will display CH11~CH20.

7.Is there a solution to the problem when the timestamp of the recording result is different
even if the start trigger is set to the correct time and the recording is made?

 The trigger is detected at the sampling timing.
 The trigger occurs at the first sampling timing after the time set for the trigger.
 On the other hand, sampling is not linked to every hour, minute, or second.
 For example, in the case of 30-second sampling, the sampling takes place somewhere between 0 and 30 seconds 
and between 30 and 60 seconds on the clock.
 Therefore, a delay of up to the sampling interval will occur from the set trigger time.

8.Is it possible to replace the terminals while the main unit is turned on?

Do not install or remove the terminals while the unit is powered on.
Hot plugging is not supported.
Be sure to turn off the power of the main unit before installing or removing the terminals.
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9.Why can't G-mail send email?

1.Sending settings for G-mail
If you want to send e - mails through the G-mail sending server using the e - mail sending function of the
target model, please make the following settings and checks.
*You will need a G-mail email account.
*Please make sure that the target device can be connected to the Internet via Ethernet or wireless LAN
beforehand.
*Set the time to the current time beforehand.

Settings for mail sending
 Enter the e - mail address to send the e - mail to in TO.

Setting for mail account
 Setting "********@gmail.com" for user name.******* is your account name
 Set your password to your G-mail password.
 Set your email address to "********@gmail.com".

Mail Sending Server Settings
 Set the outgoing (SMTP) server name to "smtp.gmail.com".
 Set the SMTP port number to "587".
 Set the time zone to your region (UTC+09:00 for Japan).
 Set the SMTP Authentication Method to "SMTP - AUTH".
 Set SMTP - AUTH to "PLAIN".
 Set Same as POP3 to "No".
 Set SMTP - USERNAME to "********@gmail.com".
 Set SMTP Password to your G-mail password.
 Set SMTP Encryption to "StartTLS".
 If the test transmission is successful, you are done.

2.Setting "Unsafe app access" for G-mail account
In the "Security" settings of your Google account, there is an item called "Access for
insecure apps". The default setting is "Off" (disabled), so follow the steps below to turn it
"On" (enabled). If you are unable to send email even if the setting is "On", please
reconfirm your "User ID" and "Password" settings.
Procedure
Access your Google account in your browser.
Click on "Security".
If the 2 - step verification process in "Sign in to Google" is "On", turn it "Off".
*When "On" is selected, "Unsafe app access" will be hidden.
If "Access insecure apps" is "Off", turn it "On".
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10.How to display in X - Y?

Using the standard supplied application software (GL - Connection), the recorded data can be displayed on the 
playback screen with the cursor between X and Y.

11.Is it possible to input a negative voltage for the analog input voltage?

It is possible.

12.How to do when the trigger does not occur even though the input signal is at the trigger setting value?

The combination of the trigger setting of this unit is level and edge.
If the setting is set to edge, the condition is considered to be fulfilled when the condition is fulfilled again after the 
condition is once not fulfilled.

13.What can be done when the trigger is activated even though the trigger level has not been passed?

The combination of the trigger setting of this unit has a level and an edge, and if the setting is level, it will operate at 
a level.
Determine if the level is higher or lower than the set level.
However, if the power goes out while data is being written, the data may not be playable.
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15.Why recording start error even though there is room on the SD memory card?(Unable to record)

 If your SD memory card is formatted in FAT16 (FAT),  there is a limit to the number of files that can be recorded 
in the root folder (the top level), so please create a folder and record the files in it.

16.What is free running?

This function displays the status of the input signal without recording.

17.What is GBD file?

It is an extension of Graphtec Binary Data, which is a binary data format for our measurement instruments. 
It can be played by our compatible devices and software.

18.Contact pulses are being input from the flowmeter, can it be measured as it is?
It is an extension of Graphtec Binary Data, which is a binary data format for our measurement instruments.
It can be played by our compatible devices and software.

19.How is "logic" used?

"Logic" is used to record externally input On/Off signals (voltage and contact signals with a threshold level of 
approximately +2.5V).

20.Is it possible to calculate the difference between the voltages measured on ch 1 and ch 2 and display it

on ch 3?  Also, can the value be used for alarm setting?

It is possible to display the data using the calculation function between channels. 
However, it cannot be used to set alarms for the channels using the calculation function.

21.Is it possible to set the upper limit of the scaling setting to a lower value than the lower limit?

It is possible.
The lower and upper limits of the scaling settings can be set to the opposite values: lower limit > upper limit.

14.What happens to the recorded data if the power of the device is turned off?

If the sampling interval is less than 1 minute, data is written to the SD memory card every minute, so there is a 
possibility that even the data from 1 minute ago is still there. In this case, you can play back the data using the 
normal playback method.
However, if the power goes out while data is being written, the data may not be playable.
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1.How much data will be transferred when using the web server function?

It depends on the screen mode to be displayed and the update interval.
The amount of data sent in one update is approximately as follows.
In the case of the default setting of 20CH, the data screen is updated regardless of the display format
(waveform + digital display).
Screen-only updates (roughly 2.5KB)
This will vary depending on the number of characters in the annotations and units.
In addition, when each mode is changed, communication such as data for the entire page will occur on the
first display.
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2.What is needed to expand CH (channel)?

Base unit + expansion terminal base x number of terminals used + 20-channel expansion terminals x number of 
additional terminals + expansion terminal connection cable (optional).

20channel expansion terminals: Standard terminal B - 564 or screwless terminal B - 564SL, Withstand high-
voltage high-precision terminal B - 565
Expansion terminal base :  B - 566
Expansion terminal connection cable: B-567-05 (50cm) or B-567-20 (2m)

The expansion terminal base has a connector for connection, which is usually used to connect them together, 
but if you want to connect the expansion terminal bases apart, use the expansion terminal connection cable B - 
567 - 05 (or B - 567 - 20) to connect them.

*  Standard, screwless, and  Withstand high-voltage high-precision terminal can be mixed, but when mixed, the
withstand voltage will be that of the standard or screwless terminal.

Example: Measuring 40 channels with a standard terminal and 50cm connection cable
Base unit + Expansion terminal connection cable B - 567 - 05 + Expansion base B - 566 x 2 + Standard terminal 
B - 564 x 2 = 40 channels.
The connection cable can be connected between the base unit and the terminal block or between the terminal 
blocks.

https://www.graphtec.co.jp/site_support/qa/instrument/file/f-ins-GLT400-0003_qaLink.pdf
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3.What is the resolution of each range when measuring voltage?

The resolution for each range is shown below.

4.What is the resolution of the temperature?

The resolution of the temperature depends on the type of thermocouple, resistance thermometer and the temperature 
range as follows.
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5.Is it possible to use the terminals for GL820 or GL800 with GLT400?

It can be used. However, the temperature measurement accuracy may not meet the specifications.

6.Are there any requirements for the measurement accuracy of each range?

The measurement accuracy is based on the following conditions.

Operating environment: 23℃±5℃
Aging time of base unit: 30 minutes or more after power-on
Filter settings: ON (10)
Sampling interval

10ch or less                   B-564  ,B-564SL  :  500ms or more
11ch-20ch          B-564  ,B-564SL  :  1s or more
21ch-50ch              B-564  ,B-564SL  :  2s or more
51ch-100ch                    B-564 ,B-564SL : 5s or more

         B - 565  : 1s or more 
          B - 565 :  2s or more 
           B - 565 :  5s or more 
　　B - 565 : 10s or more

101ch-200ch                B-564 ,B-564SL : 10s or more B - 565 : 20s or more
Others: GND grounding

Main unit performance 2

1.When measuring humidity, can it be measured simultaneously with temperature or other measurements?

Simultaneous measurement is possible. As with the temperature and voltage settings, set the "Input" in the amplifier 
settings to humidity.

2.How much power does it consume?

<During DC drive>
24VDC: 0.36A (0.27A)
12VDC: 0.70A (0.50A)
8.5VDC: 1.00A (0.70A)

<During AC drive>
AC100V: 24VA
AC240V: 35VA
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3.What is the maximum voltage that can be applied to the logic/pulse input section?

The maximum voltage is 30V (one side grounded).
The input/output cable for GL (B - 513) is required for logic/pulse input.
*  When using in REMOTE mode, the logic/pulse inputs of the GLT400 base unit cannot be used.

4.What are the specifications of the alarm terminals?

It is an open collector output.
The maximum specification of the transistor used for the output is as follows.

• Collector - GND voltage : 50 V

• Collector current: 2 A

• Collector dissipation: 0.3 W
This pin is also pulled up to +5V at 10kΩ.
The input/output cable for GL B - 513 (option) is required to use alarm output.

5.What wireless LAN modes and security settings can be configured with the wireless LAN option (B - 568)?

The wireless LAN that can be set with the wireless LAN option (B - 568) varies depending on the
mode of the main unit.
When STAND - ALONE, Off, Access Point (GLT400 will be set as the base unit) and Station (GLT400 will be set as the 
remote unit) can be set.
When REMOTE, Off and Station (GLT400 is set as a remote unit of GL840) can be set.
The security settings that can be set in the wireless LAN option (B - 568) are WEP64, WEP128,WPA - PSK/WPA2 - PSK 
(TKIP/AES).

6.Can the GLT400 be connected to the GL100 - WL as a base unit?

Simultaneous measurement is possible.
As with the temperature and voltage settings, set the "Input" in the amplifier settings to humidity.

7.When connected to an external battery with AC adapter and USB PD, does it switch to USB PD drive
automatically in case of AC power failure while running on AC adapter?
Also, when running on USB PD, will the files be automatically saved when the external battery runs out?

Auto switch from AC to USB PD. Auto-closing of files when the USB PD battery runs out will not be performed. 
 (Because the battery capacity cannot be monitored with an external battery)
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10.What is the relationship between the number of CHs and the sampling interval?

CHs whose input is not Off are considered as enabled CHs.

Enabled CHs:Fastest sampling interval
1ch:10ms ( However, the temperature can vary from 100ms to )
2ch:20ms ( ditto )
5ch:50ms ( ditto )
10ch:100ms
20ch:200ms
50ch:500ms
100ch:1sec
200ch:2sec

8.Is the GLT400 compliant with ROHs10, the new RoHS standard?

It correspondence.

9.Is it possible to input a voltage greater than 110Vp-p between + and - in section A and 60Vp-p between +
( - ) and GND in section C of the maximum input voltage?

 Input voltage higher than the maximum input voltage is not possible due to the possibility of failure. 
 The analog circuits (+ and - terminals) and the GND terminal of the main unit are insulated. 
- It is not necessary for the + and - terminals to be short-circuited, but if such a potential difference occurs, it should be
kept within the range indicated in part C.
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11.Is there a limit to the number of files that can be created in a single folder in the backup settings?

Basically, there is no real limit as long as it is not the root folder, and separate folders are created in units of 100. 

<Backup>
File name_BAK1.GBD …… File name_BAK100.GBD

<1>
File name_BAK101.GBD …… File name_BAK200.GBD

<2>
File name_BAK201.GBD …… File name_BAK300.GBD

12.Is there a rewrite life for the main unit memory?

There is also a rewrite life for the main unit memory.
The number of times it can be rewritten varies depending on how the main unit memory is used, etc. Therefore, a 
specific number of times it can be rewritten cannot be defined.
If you can use the SD card, it is recommended that you use that one first.

13.Why does the startup time of the main unit differ depending on the SD card inserted?

Reading a FAT entry, which is one of the management areas of the SD card.
The larger the size of the FAT entry, the longer the SD card will take to load.
The larger the capacity of the SD card, the larger the FAT entry size will be.

14.How is the timing of the sampling interval determined?

In the not capturing state (free running), it is determined at the timing of power-on.
Reset the sampling interval timing at the start of recording and start recording.

15.It is being used in an environment where various settings such as the number of CHs are fixed, and
need to keep the recording start time of it constant.
Since those setting has not been changed,Is the time between pressing the Start key and the start of
recording always constant?

The recording start process includes the creation of a file on the destination disk (SD card or main unit memory).  
The time it takes for the file to be created depends on the status of the disk management information read 
(cache) and the disk usage, so it will not be constant.
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16.How to use an SD card larger than 32GB?

It is possible to use it. However, the following restrictions apply.
The format must be FAT32.
Please note that if your OS is Windows, SD cards larger than 32GB cannot be formatted in FAT32 format by default.

17.How many B-540's do I need if I want to expand multiple B-566's with a B-540 DIN rail jig fixture?

B - 540 is required for the number of B - 566.

18.How to attach a round terminal or Y terminal to an analog terminal block?

The terminal shape is possible with standard terminals (B - 564) and high-voltage high-precision
terminals (B - 565), which are M3 screw terminals. Use terminals with an outer width of 6 mm or less.

19.Are there any recommended SD/MicroSD products?

Use a commercially available product with the following conditions.
･ Supports SD/SDHC standards
･ FAT16/FAT32 format

We do not guarantee the operation of all SD cards. Some SD cards may not work properly.

20.How to measure current (4 - 20mA)?

It can be measured by converting the voltage using a shunt  resistance.
4 - 20mA can be converted to 1 - 5V by using a 250Ω shunt  resistance.
There is a range of 1 - 5V, so please use the EU setting to perform scaling and unit conversion 
according to the sensor you are using.
A 250Ω shunt resistance (B - 551) is available as an option, so please contact your local distributor.

21.What is the input impedance in ohms?

The input impedance is 1MΩ.
The allowable signal source resistance is 300Ω or less for standard terminals (B - 564) and screwless terminals
(B - 564SL), and 100Ω or less for high -voltage high - precision terminals (B - 564).
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22.There are two types of measurement terminal systems: "insulated" and "non-insulated."
What is the difference between the two?

It is possible to use it. However, the following restrictions apply.
The format must be FAT32. 
Please note that if your OS is Windows, SD cards larger than 32GB cannot be formatted in FAT32 format by default.

23.If the channel used for temperature measurement to 1 channel, can I measure with a sampling interval
of 10 ms?

Sampling intervals of 10ms, 20ms, and 50ms are for voltage measurement only.
For temperature measurement, set the sampling interval to a value slower than 100ms.

24.What is the fastest sampling interval?

Since Photo MOS relay scanning system is used, the sampling cycle becomes slower as the number of channels used
increases.
The following table shows the number of channels, sampling interval, and sampling interval at which the digital filter
is enabled.

1 The number of measurement channels is the number of channels for which the input setting of the standard terminal 
or high withstand voltage high precision terminal is set to a value other than OFF.

2 When the temperature setting is performed in 10, 20, or 50 ms sampling interval, the data capture cannot be 
recorded. The sampling interval can be set from 10 ms even if the saving format is CSV format.

3 A digital filter is a function that automatically removes noise from the AC power supply according to the AC power 
frequency setting on the GL device.

   If the voltage or temperature display is not stable, set the sampling interval at which the digital filter is enabled.
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25.How long can it record data with only the main unit (20 channels)?

Measurement conditions
(*1)There is a limit to the number of channels that can be set. At 10ms : 1ch, at 50ms : 5ch, at 100ms : 10ch,
otherwise at 20ch measurement.
1 Files can be up to 2GB, but there is a function to switch and record a file every 2GB.

Main unit performance 3

1.What type of filter ?

Moving average filter is used.
This is the average value of the set number of samples. If the sampling rate is longer than 30 seconds, it will be the 
average value of the data acquired during sub - sampling ( 30 seconds ) .
For the moving average filter setting, you can select a value from " off, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 " in the " AMP " settings. 
Other than that, it has a digital filter function, but there is no On / Off setting for this filter, and the function is to 
remove noise from the AC power supply according to the AC power frequency setting on the GL device. If the voltage or 
temperature display is not stable, set the sampling interval at which the digital filter is enabled.

2.Is it possible to use differential input for analog voltage input ?

The input is a differential input for all channels. The range can be set for each channel individually.
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3.What is the maximum input voltage ?

The maximum input voltage varies depending on the standard terminal unit (B - 564), screwless terminal
(B - 564SL), and high withstand voltage high precision terminal unit (B - 565), as shown below.
Do not input a voltage exceeding the specifications, even for a moment, because the semiconductor relay used
in the input section will fail if the voltage exceeds the specifications.
For standard terminal units ( B  -  564, B - 564SL )
< Between input terminals + and  -  ( such as part A below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 60Vp  -  p（ Range of 20mV to 2V ）

 110Vp  -  p（ Range of 5V to 100V ）

 < Between input terminal / input terminal ( such as part B below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 60Vp  -  p
･Withstand voltage : 350Vp  -  p at 1 minute

 < Between input terminal / GND ( such as part C below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 60Vp - p
･Withstand voltage : 350Vp - p at 1 minute

For High  -  voltage high  -  precision terminal( B  -  565 )
 < Between + / terminal( A ) ( such as part A below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 60Vp  -  p（ Range of 20mV to 2V ）

110Vp  -  p（ Range of 5V to 100V ）

< Between input terminal / input terminal ( such as part B below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 600Vp - p
･Withstand voltage : 600Vp - p

 < Between input terminal / GND ( such as part C below ) >
･Maximum input voltage : 300Vp - p
･Withstand voltage :2300VACrms at 1 minute
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4.What kind of measurement is the logic input used for ?

Used to record the sequence of a relay circuit, etc. When a signal is input, it is recorded as an On / Off square wave.
The optional GL input/output cable (B - 513) is required for logic input.

5.Is it possible to measure the flow rate by pulse input?

It is possible. Four channels of pulses can be input, each of which can be set to either RPM, totalizer, or instantaneous.

EU settings are also supported, so scaling and unit conversions are possible.
The optional GL input/output cable ( B - 513 ) is required for pulse input.
In the case of the GLT400, the pulse input of the GLT400 itself cannot be used when used in REMOTE mode.

6.What is the accuracy of the optional humidity sensor ( B - 530 ) ?

Relative humidity measurement accuracy ( 5 to 98 % )
The measurement accuracy above 60°C is for reference only.

7.When the optional humidity sensor ( B - 530 ) is set, is it displayed in % ?

If you select humidity in the input settings, it will be displayed in %.

8.What types and capacities of SD memory cards can be used ?

The conditions are as follows.
･  Compatible with SD / SDHC standards
･  FAT16 / FAT32 format
･  Up to 32GB ( according to SDHC standard )
The operation of all SD cards is not guaranteed, and some SD cards may not work properly.
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9.Can the Y terminal be used?

The terminal shape is possible with standard terminals ( B  -  564 ), which are M3 screw terminals, and
high voltage resistant high precision terminals ( B  -  565 ).
Use a Y terminal with a width of 6 mm or less.

10.Is a USB cable standard equipment?

This is not standard equipment. Please provide your own.
Please use an A - B type USB cable with a length of 3m or less.

11.If the data can be falsified, this is in trouble.

The GBD format of the recording is a binary file and cannot be tampered with.
A checksum function is also provided, which can be used to check for data tampering.

12.Is it possible to use multiple humidity sensors?

The optional humidity sensor ( B - 530 ) requires a power supply, but it can only be taken directly from the logger 
itself for one channel.
To connect multiple humidity sensors, the optional humidity sensor power supply box ( B  -  542 ) is required. The 
power supply to the humidity sensor power box is supplied from the humidity sensor power jack of the unit, so AC 
power is not required.

13.What are the temperatures that can be measured with K - type and T - type thermocouples?

The corresponding temperature range of thermocouples is specified by JIS standards.
The measuring range of this instrument is in accordance with the JIS standard.
･  Measurement range setting When K - type thermocouple is selected  - 200°C to + 1370°C
･  Measurement range setting When T - type thermocouple is selected  - 200°C to +400°C
Due to differences in the heat resistance of the coating and other factors, the thermocouples sold in the market 
have different measurement temperature ranges even though they are of the same standard.
When actually purchasing a thermocouple, please check the measurement temperature range.
In the case of thermocouples sold by us as an option
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14.What is the standard and transmission distance of the wireless LAN option ( B - 568 ) ?

It will be IEEE802.11b / g / n, and the communication distance will be about 40m in an environment without obstacles. It 
depends on the environment in which it is used.

15.What kind of information can be sent with the email sending function?

If you set up email sending, information about the notification settings ( alarm, communication strength drop, free space 
at the recording destination ( only during recording ) )  will be sent.
Also, if you set up regular notifications, they will be sent at the set time.

16.What is the type of memory in the main unit and SD card, " SLC " or " MLC "?

This is MLC.

17.What is the zero temperature coefficient and gain?

Zero is 0.02% of full scale and gain is 0.01% of full scale at 10 / 20 / 50mSec sampling.

18.Is it possible to input and measure large currents such as 100A and 200A DC current?

Input and measurement are possible by using a shunt resistor that supports high power.
The shunt resistor must be used within the power rating.
Use within the maximum input voltage specification of the GL equipment.

19.It is hard to remove the SD card set in the SD card slot.

Unlike ordinary PCs, the SD card slot of our product is designed not to protrude from the surface when it is set.
You can remove the SD card by pushing it deeper than the surface using the slot's indentations.
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Regarding the sensor

1.It can be connected a 4 - wire resistance thermometer?

The connection can be made. Please make the connection as shown in the figure.
However, since it is used as a 3 - wire system, it does not provide the accuracy expected of a 4 - wire system.
Plus ( measurement )  -  Connect to ( + )
Positive ( compensation ) : Not connected. ( Cannot be shorted to others. )
Minus ( measurement )  -  Connect to ( - )
Minus ( compensation )  -  Connected to ( b )

2.Where does the shunt resistor to connect with?

Please connect to the + and  -  analog terminals as shown in the figure.
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Operations of Software 1

1.What operating systems can be used with the standard application software
（GL - Connection, GLT400 Setting App）?

Windows 10 ( 32 / 64bit )
Windows 8.1 ( 32 / 64bit )
We do not provide support for operating systems that are no longer supported by their manufacturers.

2.When the repeat function is used with the standard application software (GL - Connection) in connection
with a PC, the repeat setting set on the main unit will be turned off.

The repeat function is not linked to the main unit; repeat control is performed on the GL - Connection side. 
Therefore, the repeat function of the main unit setting will be set to off when connecting.

3.What happens in case the cable is disconnected during recording?

It won't be able to receipt the the data and stop GL - Connection by disconnecting the cable, but if the 
main unit's recording set to On, the data will remain on the main unit side because it is still being recorded 
on the main unit side.

4.How to do this when the wireless LAN unit option (B - 568) is installed and the GLT400 is set as the access
point (parent unit), but the GLT400 is not found in the "Wireless Network Connection" section of the PC?

If the search is performed when the security setting on the GLT400 side is set to Off, the security setting is probably 
wrong.
The encryption method should be set to 13 characters for WEP, and between 8 and 63 characters for WPA or WPA2.
 If the number of characters is not specified, the wireless LAN will be disabled and will not be searched.
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1.How to do this when the wireless LAN unit option ( B - 568 ) is installed and set GLT400 as a station
(  unit ), but GLT400 is not searched when I execute "Search" on the GL - Connection connection screen?

Please check to the follows.
 Does the PC have a wireless network connection to the wireless LAN master device?
(Check the network connection in the control panel.)
Do the SSID and security key settings on the wireless LAN master device match the settings on the GLT400?
(The wireless LAN symbol on the GLT400 must be enabled.)
 When the DHCP server function is enabled on the wireless LAN master device, and "Automatic IP address acquisition" 
is set to "Enable" on the GLT400, is the IP address being acquired correctly?
 When using a static IP, is the upper segment of the PC and the GLT400 the same?
 If your PC is equipped with both a wireless LAN and a wired LAN, and both are connected , disabling the wired 
LAN may allow you to search correctly.
(Go to "Control Panel"  - > "Network and Sharing Center"  - > "Change adapter settings"  - > right - click on "Local Area 
Connection" and select "Disable")
*Please perform the "manual connection" method,if the network segments are different.

2.Is it possible to send email from the standard application software to g-mail, yahoo mail, etc.?

E - mail can be sent from the standard accessory application software (GL - Connection).
It can be sent to External server with secure features.
But when GLT400 is connected to wireless LAN as "access point", the e - mail function cannot be used.

3.When GLT400 is connected to GL840 as a remote unit, can GL240_840 - APS control and display
the waveform?

It is possible.

4.Is it possible to connect to a PLC via Modbus and control it with the included software?

This is possible. However, it is recommended that the control of the GLT400 settings and the status check be 
operated separately.

5.How to convert to a CSV file with GL - Connection ?

1.Drop the "GBD file you want to convert" on the launched screen.
2.Click the "screen switching" to play.
3.Click "Save" to select "CSV".
4.Click "Format" to change "CSV".
5.Click "Execute" to perform the conversion save.
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6.How to do when an error message will appear when you start recording?

Check the "Recording Settings" screen.

1.Is the recording destination on the main unit set correctly?
･  The capacity of the main unit is full.

2.Is the recording destination on the PC set correctly?
･  If you are logged in to your computer with other than administrator privileges, you may not be allowed to save 
to the recording location.

7.How to do when recording with a repetitive trigger, the time until the start of recording will gradually
increase?

As the number of files increases in the main unit memory and SD card, it will take longer to start recording,
so if this is the case, please reduce the number of files.

8.How to do when PC can not connect with USB or wired LAN ?

 When connect with USB, make sure that the USB driver is installed correctly.

＜ Confirmation Method＞
If the USB driver is installed correctly, "Graphtec GL/MT/DM/WR Series" will be displayed in the Controller  - > 
Device Manager  - > USB Controller section of the PC when the PC is connected to the main unit with the USB cable 
and the power is turned on.
 If the USB driver is not installed correctly, please refer to the "USB Driver Installation Manual" and install it.
 For a wired LAN connection, make sure that the IP address and port number set on the GL device are correctly 
configured in the supplied software.

9.What happens if there is a network error between the logger and PC during recording
with GL - Connection?

Logger main unit has a buffer for 1000 points.
 Even if a communication error occurs at a sampling interval of x1000 points, the buffered data will be received 
after communication is resumed, so no data loss will occur.
 If communication is not possible for a period of time longer than the sampling interval x 1000 points, data will be 
lost. In that case, please retrieve the data stored on the logger itself. In addition, please check the network 
environment.
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10.How to do when GL - Connection may not start properly?

This may be improved by moving all folders and files in the My Documents - > Graphtec - > GL - Connection folder to a 
different location before starting.

11.How to do when the screen display may be corrupted depending on the resolution and magnification of
the PC in GL - Connection?

Open the properties from the GL - Connection shortcut, select "Change high DPI settings" from the compatibility tab, 
check "Override high DPI scale settings", and select the application.

12.How to do when starting GL - Connection, a Bitmap error is displayed and it does not start correctly?

Your PC may not have enough free memory. Restarting your PC may improve the situation.

13.Is it possible to set the recording destination on the PC side to a folder on the network with GL -
Connection?

It can be setting and recording, but it may happen unexpectted operation that the errors occur when playing files, etc.

14.Is it possible to connect to a single device from multiple activated GL - Connection?

Can not connect simultaneously from multiples applications. If you only want to monitor the waveforms, please use 
the web server function of the GL device.

15.Is it possible to start and stop recording of multiple devices simultaneously with GL - C

   It is possible. However, the display window will be for each device. In addition, GL - Connection can manually  create 
a group window to integrate and display the necessary channels of each device in the group window.
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1.How long time can it be recorded?

It’s differ depending on standard software application（ GLT400SettingApp･GL - Connection　） .

･ In case of GL - Connection
Free space of PC's HDD is maximum. And when the main unit recording is On, when the SD card memory

in the main unit is full, the recording will stop, but the data transfer to the PC will continue.
When the main unit recording is Off, it can be recorded nothing to do with the main unit's memory because of 
using only PC side.

･ In case of GLT400SettingApp

  The recording is performed only on the GLT400, it conforms to the GLT400's main memory and SD card.

2.Is there a way to use the standard application software (GL - Connection) to record the data and only
delete the waveform display?

It enables to set On/Off for waveform display with trace function.  

3.What can it be with standard application software（ GLT400SettingApp ） ?

The following functions are available.
･ Refer to and change the main unit settings ( both in STAND - ALONE and REMOTE mode )
･ Digital value monitoring
･ Control of recording start and stop ( not recorded on the PC side )
･ Saving and loading the main unit settings
･ Main unit firmware update
･ Checking for errors generated by the main unit
･ Operation of files in the main unit memory and SD card

4.Is it possible to set the operation between CHs of the main unit using the standard  application
software?

Please use the standard application software ( GLT400SettingApp ).
In GL - Connection, the setting is for the CH - to - CH operation performed on the software side.

5.How to configure regarding the wireless LAN of main unit?

Please use the standard application software ( GLT400SettingApp ) .
It is possible to configure the wireless LAN settings from the "I/F" setting on the configuration screen.
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6.How to configure regarding the web server and the FTP of main unit?

Please use the standard application software ( GLT400SettingApp ) .
It is possible to configure the FTP and web servers settings from the "I/F" setting on the configuration screen.

7.How to unzip a file of an application downloaded from the web?

Drag and drop the folder in the Zip file to your desktop to unzip it.
Please perform the exe file in the unzipped folder and install it.

8.Is it possible to record data only on the PC without recording on the main unit?

This is possible only with GL - Connection. Please set "Main unit recording" of the recording setting to Off.

9.Is it possible to print out the data that is being played back in GL - Connection in the scale that it is being
displayed (data that spans multiple pages) ?

It is possible. Specify the area to be printed with the A and B cursors.
By specifying [ Waveform only ] as the screen range and [ Between cursors AB ] as the print range in the print settings, 
multiple copies will be printed.

10.Is it possible to make the background white when saving the screen or printing with GL - Connection?

This is possible. If you check [ Set graph as white background ] in the print settings, the graph will be saved and printed 
with a white background color.

11.How many channels of waveforms can be displayed on the screen of GL - Connection?

GL - Connection can display waveforms for 204 channels on a single screen.

12.How to connect multiple GL devices simultaneously with GL - Connection and set triggers for each of
them for recording?

When connected simultaneously, trigger can be set only for the first unit.
It is not possible to set a trigger for the second and subsequent units.
When setting up triggers on each device, please record on each device without simultaneous connection, 
and then combine the recorded files.
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